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Abstract - As this grid type of network is highly vulnerable to various types of attacks. Major is black hole attack in the
grid. This attack will produce the denial of service. Such that node destruction will be taken place. Every data arrives at
this node will be dropped in between. In result will drop the performance of the network. To protect the system from
this kind of attacks they have uses the centralized IDS(Intrusion Detection Scheme). Which gathers the data about each
node and send that to the central collector. So that each node information will be kept at central collector. If any type of
node will be found will be stopped from communication in between.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

A smart grid includes a variety of operational and energy measures including smart meters, smart appliances,
renewable energy resources, and energy efficiency resources[1]. Smart grids make use of distributed systems to
provide its services to its customers. These help in cutting down the cost of providing services in an authentic and
systematic manner. Smart grid systems make use of data provided by the customers through a 2-way digital
communication.

Figure1 smart grid

Figure1 demonstrates the smart grid framework. The power generation is commuted by different sources like wind,
solar, nuclear etc. the generated power is then provided to users through different centers. There are five key factors
to consider for the efficient operation of the smart grid: communications, smart metering, distributed energy
resources, monitoring and controlling [2, 3]. Communication across the power line uses feeder section lines as a
medium between consumers and utilities [2]. The distribution of energy resources allows for the moving away from
centralized power stations to more widely available options as well the inclusion of alternative energy supplies.
1.1 POSSIBLE THREATS AND THEIR CATEGORIES
With a big number of malicious cyber attacks on the networks, identifying possible vulnerabilities is of great
significance. Any attacker can utilize the vulnerabilities discussed in previous section with different intentions and
can affect the network security. An attacker can be internal or external to the network.
The authors in [1] have categorized cyber attackers into following categories:
1) Non-malicious attackers; who take the security system as a puzzle and try to decode them with their intellectual
concepts.
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2) Consumers; mainly the unhappy customers driven by revenge and hatefulness for other consumers or the service
provider.
3) Terrorists; who target smart grids and aim to cut down the service or retrieve crucial information.
4) Internal Employees; untrained employees or unhappy employees who have hatefulness for other consumers or the
service providers.
5) Rivals; they attack each other for personal benefits or sometimes just to disrupt the resources of counterpart.
Few more categories of attacks are discussed in [1] Including
1) Using Malware: An intruder can use malwares to crash the smart meters or important resources. Malwares can
also alter or delete sensitive information.
2) Unauthorized Access: Intruders can access the network through unauthorized access if the database is not using a
security mechanism to check the authenticity of the logins. Unauthorized access can exploit the network resources
and this is tough to detect if the login is not secure.
3) Replay: An attacker may send false messages or may retransmit same message multiple time to create an
unauthorized effect. These false messages have adverse effect. These can engage the receiver unnecessarily or may
overload receiver resulting in malfunctioning or slow down of the whole communication.
4) DoS attacks: This type of attack delays the response from servers and since smart grid uses IP, smart grid has the
possibility of vulnerabilities inherent in the DoS attacks. Such attacks can also block the transmission of message
packets over the network.
5) Traffic analysis: A cyber attack can take a form of simply analyzing the network traffic and the pattern in which
data packets are routed. By such attack an attacker can gain crucial information like basic structure of Smart grid,
amount of energy usage, price etc.
II.

COMPARATIVE STUDY OF VARIOUS PAPERS ON ATTACKS
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III.

CONCLUSION

There is a major difference between securing an IT network and securing a smart grid. IT networks focus on
securing data repositories and network using well defined protocols; whereas when we talk about securing energy
grids, the control is in hand of service providers. The protocols used in smart grids are defined by the vendors. Also,
the Quality of Service (QoS) metrics are different for IT networks and Smart grids. Smart grids maintain the
availability in presence of individual component failures and updates; whereas IT networks need to reboot the
complete system. This variation raises a requirement to establish new solutions to security of Smart Grids.
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